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From the Bestselling Book Series, 'Something in the Woods is Taking People,' as featured on Coast

to Coast AM, comes 'PANIC IN THE WOODS.' People are disappearing in the Woods. Screams

heard in the distance; or, just ominous silence... The primal fear of something dangerous lurking,

coming closerâ€¦..For some people, this can turn into a deadly reality. For those left behind, there is

only confusion, fear, panicâ€¦..The Woods will never be the same again....Panic in the Woods:

Sometimes the missing are found; but they are never the same again....True Tales of the lost and

missing in the Woods; hiking in the Woods can be a dangerous thing....From the Bestselling Book

Series featuring unexplained mysteries of encounters with the unknown; in the woods, forests and

national parks. Unexplained mysteries of lost hikers, campers who never return, and hunters who

come back changed.... the Woods can be a dark and dangerous place to be....Steph Young is an

avid researcher into occult & supernatural unexplained mysteries, spiritual & esoteric enigmas,

religion, spirituality and unexplained mysteries & wonders, and â€¦..what lies in the world of the

Unknown....Steph has appeared on radio & podcasts including Coast to Coast AM, Where did the

Road go, and Higherside Chats.Facebook; Steph Young AuthorStephenyoungauthor@hotmail.com
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Mysteries

Highly entertaining, suspenseful page-turner. It's true stories of scary things that happen in the

woods or forests or remote areas. The writing style is great, it was easy to follow the story and

characters. I really liked the plot and pacing. The book has no boring filler. I enjoyed the descriptions

and dialogue.

Ok, now iâ€™m addicted! To these books!These books always blow my mind. Theyâ€™re always

full of really strange disappearances, and i don't think i will ever forget them!! These books are very

scary to read at the same time the level of curiosity is no less. They are bizarre, macabre,

unexplained, mysterious and disturbing, very strange and very intriguing. I feel so bad for any of the

victims. These books scare me and it unsettle me â€“ they make the hairs on the back of my neck

go up. The more I read them, the worse it gets. I dread the thought of when they are going to strike

again.I also love the history and mythology thrown in too and how it could all tie in. Curious and

baffling, these books are enigmas.

A unique blend of the scary, the creepy, and the fascinating.I listen to this author on podcasts and

love these stories. The one about the creepy photos taken in the forest and the thing that goes

home with the man when he leaves is really scary. Brilliant book!

I've been waiting for another "In the Woods" I love these creepy stories. Make the hairs on the back

of my neck stand up but i can't stop reading them. This one has some baffling disappearance in it

and so creepy - especially the first story about the writer.Really weird and never solved

This time, there are some totally inexplicable tales about people disappearing in forests and in

woods. Theyâ€™re like Missing 411 except theyâ€™re long full accounts about what might have

happened. The first story is incredible â€“ an Abraham Lincoln researcher goes missing â€¦â€¦.only to

be found 3 years later in the exact spot he disappeared in â€“ wtf !!! and, a thereâ€™s a strange hole

in his skullâ€¦..and other people who knew him start dying !! â€“ wonâ€™t explain it all as that will give

it away! But if you like unexplained mysteries â€“ you will love it.
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